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Abstract
Supply chain finance is an effective way to solve the problem of capital turnover of con-
struction enterprises and stabilize economic growth under epidemic situation. Blockchain 
technology can solve the problems in the current supply chain finance business, such as 
incorrect information between banks and enterprises, lack of visibility in transaction pro-
cess, and possible joint fraud in the core enterprise model. However, it still has problems 
such as inconvenient information verification, data fraud, and difficulty to achieve a balance 
between efficiency, security and cost. This paper presents a hybrid chain model combining 
PANDA (a consensus algorithm based on public chain) and X-Alliance (a consensus algo-
rithm based on alliance chain). Such proposed hybrid chain model can process the transac-
tion of each account in parallel, asynchronize from other unrelated accounts in the network, 
provide more reliable data storage and authority management, and ensure the ownership 
of change tracking data, which has higher performance and lower protection cost while 
ensuring data security and privacy security. According to the data of network crawling, 
the experimental results show that the throughput can reach 1200tps when four nodes are 
deployed. The model serves for the supply chain financial data management of engineering 
projects, making trade authenticity review, risk assessment and credit transmission of core 
enterprises more efficient. On this basis, each participant can carry out analysis and give 
early warning of capital flow, timely analyze and calculate the authenticity of transaction 
background. The proposed method provides a reference for the normal operation of the 
project fund under the COVID-19 epidemic.

Keywords Supply chain finance · Block chain · Hybrid chain data security

1 Introduction

From the end of 2019 to now, novel coronavirus has spread all over the world. Almost all 
projects under construction have encountered such difficulties as suspension of work, dif-
ficulty in financing the construction project and inhibited supply of production materials, 
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etc., causing a huge impact on the current and future economic growth and normal fund 
operation of the project. According to the statistics of China Construction Industry Asso-
ciation, 90.55% of construction companies believe that the epidemic will cause construc-
tion delays; 55.85% believe that the epidemic situation will prevent the project from being 
delivered as scheduled; and 42.41% of enterprises point out that the upstream supply chain 
such as raw materials has been disrupted. The shutdown caused by the epidemic increased 
the operating costs and construction expenses of construction enterprises, and 68.91% of 
construction enterprises experienced double pressure in capital turnover and cost manage-
ment and control [1]. In essence, the epidemic has brought great challenges to construction 
enterprises in terms of cash flow control, risk management and control, information coor-
dination, and some enterprises are facing difficulties in capital turnover.

Supply chain finance is a key way to ensure the normal capital turnover and stable eco-
nomic growth of construction enterprises. It is possible to realize accurate control and 
mutual benefit and win–win results between banks and enterprises using digital approaches 
under the epidemic situation. Banks can stand at the height of the whole industry, inte-
grate the production factors such as scattered information, data and capacity, and make 
financing arrangements for all member enterprises, carry out whole-process tracking man-
agement, real-time dynamic analysis and risk prevention and control, information sharing 
among members, and collaborative operation of engineering projects, so as to improve 
the capability of financing services, logistics services, and financial services, which guar-
antees the continuity of capital chain to the greatest extent in the case of sudden impact. 
Previous report has pointed out that promoting the construction of industrial supply chain 
platform and establishment of centralized procurement and financial service platform of 
construction industry is a new direction related to the application of supply chain finance 
in the construction industry. Affected by the epidemic, joint fraud may occur in the cur-
rent supply chain finance business due to the information asymmetry between banks and 
enterprises [2–5] and the lack of visibility of the whole transaction process [3, 6, 7], In 
this case, banks or other capital ends will not only worry about the repayment ability of 
the enterprise but also care about the authenticity of the transaction information itself. 
They will invest a lot of human, material and financial resources to verify the authenticity 
of the transaction, but little effect can be achieved. In response to these problems, Tung 
et al. found that blockchain technology could effectively solve problems in data trust, data 
exchanging, data transmission and analysis [8, 9].

Block chain technology enables supply chain finance to solve engineering construction 
enterprises’ pain points in financing. Intelligent supply chain financial service platform 
based on block chain technology provides real-time and reliable view of transaction sta-
tus for supply chain finance, effectively improves transaction transparency, ensures data 
security, and fully prevents risks in the whole cycle of data collection [10], storage, trans-
mission, sharing and destruction. This technology platform can manage and deal with all 
kinds of hidden dangers brought by data processing. By establishing trust mechanism, it 
can bring better capital liquidity, improve the stickability of upstream and downstream 
enterprises to core enterprises, and further enhance the competitiveness of core enter-
prises in the same industry, thus solving the financing problem of engineering construction 
enterprises.

A reliable and stable financial service platform needs an efficient and advanced system 
architecture to solve the network congestion, high transaction costs, and slow transaction 
processing speed caused by increased business volume. In addition, due to the high net-
work latency in point-to-point network, the order of transactions observed at each node 
cannot be completely consistent. Therefore, there is a need to design a mechanism for 
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blockchain systems to reach an agreement on the sequence of transactions occurring at 
about the same time. This algorithm of reaching consensus on the sequence of transactions 
within a time window is called a "consensus mechanism", which is mainly used to improve 
the overall performance of the supply chain finance platform. As one of the core technolo-
gies of blockchain, consensus algorithm directly affects the security and trust of blockchain 
[11]. In a blockchain, each transaction is verified for consistency within a decentralized 
system and stored in a block format [12]. Reaching consensus among all the participants 
in the network is a key feature of blockchain technology before permanently recorded [13, 
14]. The participants in the network then proceed to validate the information and create 
a block. Each block is connected to another block of the chain [15, 16], so as to provide 
traceable and transparent information to all members. This paper intends to design a new 
consensus algorithm for supply chain finance of engineering projects, which can provide 
more reliable data storage and access management, ensure the tracking data ownership, so 
as to solve the problems in information sharing and collaborative operations between mem-
bers, improve the efficiency of project follow-up management, dynamic analysis and risk 
prevention and control, thus providing the basis for business decisions.

The rest of this article is arranged as follows. The second section introduces the block-
chain concept, consensus algorithm and other core technologies. The third section intro-
duces the optimization idea and process of the improved hybrid chain model. The fourth 
part simulates the hybrid chain model and analyzes the experimental results. Finally, the 
thesis is summarized and the future development direction is prospected.

2  Literature Review

Blockchain technology is basically a distributed database of public/private ledgers that 
record or share all digital events that have been executed and shared among participating 
blockchain agents [11, 17], The history of blockchain technology can be traced back to dis-
tributed ledger technology. Blockchain technology differs from most existing information 
system designs in that it includes four key features: decentralization, non-tampering, trace-
ability and intelligent contracts.

Consensus algorithm is the most important factor in the whole blockchain system, and 
its efficiency directly determines the performance of blockchain. With the continuous 
development of blockchain technology, consensus algorithm has experienced emerging 
demands from the earliest Proof-of-Work (PoW) [17, 18] to later Proof of Stake (PoS) [19] 
and Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) [20]. Meanwhile, the consensus algorithm has under-
gone the evolution from Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) [21] to some other 
improved consensus algorithms, such as Proof-of-Burn (PoB) [21], Proof-of-Luck (PoL) 
[22] and Stellar Consistency Protocol (SCP) [23]. However, there is still no perfect con-
sensus algorithm that can effectively solve the relationship between the increase of node 
number and the rapid increase of time–space complexity.

Proof-of-Work (PoW) mechanism is the first consensus protocol of blockchain. Bit-
coin adopts PoW protocol to reach consensus, of which the core idea is to introduce the 
computing power of distributed nodes to compete and ensure the consistency of data 
and security of consensus. The PoW consensus algorithm requires all nodes in the sys-
tem to solve a computationally complex but easily verified mathematical problem based 
on their own computing power. The node that solves the problem the fastest will get 
the right to package a block. Therefore, PoW protocol has some problems: (1) PoW 
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process usually consumes a lot of computing resources and energy; (2) PoW has seri-
ous efficiency problems, because the generation of each block takes time and the newly 
generated block needs the confirmation of subsequent blocks to ensure its validity, 
which takes longer time; (3) The security of PoW protocol requires that the computing 
resources occupied by an attacker is no more than 50% of the computing resources of 
the entire network.

To reduce the waste of computing resources in the PoW, PoS takes advantage of the 
stakes in competition to obtain the opportunity to generate blocks [24]. However, when a 
node holds a large amount of equities for a long time, the probability of calculating nonce 
value is close to 100%. Although the time to generate blocks is reduced to only 64 s [24], 
PoS still relies on computing power and wastes a lot of computing resources. To break the 
competitive cycle of generating blocks for computing resources, DPoS introduces a PoS-
based voting mechanism which reduces the time cost of generating blocks to 3 s [25]. PoS 
classifies the nodes in the blockchain system into three categories: witness node, delegate 
node and work node. Witnesses are voted through the resources of all nodes, which is the 
core of the system. The N nodes with the most votes become witness nodes and generate 
blocks in turn. Although not paid, the representative can initiate a request to update the 
blockchain. Employees have the right to propose new projects and receive incentives from 
elected projects. However, in the course of the negotiation, witnesses will not be disquali-
fied except for special reasons, they will become witnesses and have the right to generate 
blocks for a long time, which leads to the security risk caused by the high concentration 
of DPoS. In addition, malicious nodes can exist in any blockchain. The so-called mali-
cious nodes refer to the nodes that illegally violate the trusted consensus mechanism, tam-
per with trading information, cause network congestion and disrupt the normal operation 
of the network [26]. As a result, blockchain systems can become insecure, unreliable and 
inefficient.

In recent years, academia has paid intensive attention to the research on blockchain 
security and privacy threats. Ouaguid et  al. [27] proposes a new framework based on 
blockchain technology, which allows to extract and analyze the requested permissions in 
an Android application via a decentralized and distributed system. Kaushik et al. [28] uses 
a hierarchical identity-based encryption to protect data security and check data integrity to 
ensure that malicious attackers or CSPs will not change or modify for their own benefit. 
Sumathi et al. [29] ensures better security and integrity of user sensitive attribute values. 
Using the distributed storage system, the account holder information is divided into sensi-
tive and non-sensitive attributes. Esposito et al. [30] proposes a novel solution for distrib-
uted management of identity and authorization policies by leveraging on the blockchain 
technology to hold a global view of the security policies within the system, and integrating 
it in the FIWARE platform. To ensure the robustness and security of digital image water-
marking, Li et al. [31] propose a novel algorithm using synergetic neural networks. Nedjah 
et al. [32] propose an effective implement of fingerprint verification on smart cards, which 
is based on the Skin Elastic Tolerance Algorithm (SETA). It uses minutiae to implement 
fingerprints matching, guaranteeing the maximum security and privacy. Research on the 
security and privacy of blockchain mainly focuses on two aspects: (1) adopt distributed 
management to protect data security, and (2) specific suggestions for data security in differ-
ent scenarios.

In general, there are still deficiencies such as inconvenient information verification, fal-
sification of data, and difficulty in achieving a balance among consensus efficiency, secu-
rity and cost. The improved consensus algorithm proposed in this work integrates PoW 
with the idea of fairness and DPoS with the idea of reducing resource consumption and 
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improving consensus efficiency of block chain system, which not only guarantees data 
security and privacy security, but also has higher performance and lower protection cost.

3  Trusted Data Hybrid Chain Model

3.1  Symbol

The main symbols involved in this paper and their definitions are shown in Table 1.

3.2  Hybrid Chain Model Structure

At present, there are mainly two kinds of data protection schemes based on block chain, 
where one scheme realizes data protection by only using alliance chain, and the other real-
izes data protection by only using public chain. The former reduces the cost of data protec-
tion and has high consensus efficiency and high transaction throughput due to controllable 
alliance nodes. The latter has higher security, but at the same time has higher data pro-
tection cost. For sensitive data, the owner does not want the data to be stored in an open 
database even if it is encrypted, because encrypted data exposed to the public not only 
increases the risk of data leakage, but also increases the possibility of data attack. This 
paper proposes a trusted data hybrid chain model for supply chain finance, called DFB for 
short. This model is composed of both license chain and non-license chain, which has high 
performance and low protection cost while ensuring data security and privacy security. The 
overall structure of proposed hybrid model is shown in Fig. 1.

This paper proposes a new consensus algorithm based on common chain, which is a 
hybrid chain model combining alliance and x-alliance. The model has a double DAG struc-
ture, that is, each account has its own account DAG structure, and all accounts constitute 
the entire account DAG. Each account consists of a data tree and a key certificate, which is 
divided into NorCA and ConCA. The NorCA includes four processes: TBcreate, TBsend, 
TBreceive and TBdeal.

3.2.1  Consensus Node

A consensus node is actually a piece of software running on a computer, which follows the 
model protocol and participates in the model network. The nodes communicate with each 
other through a P2P network formed by the Gossip protocol. Each consensus node holds 
the same book, recording the securities assets and data assets, respectively. In addition, 
each ConNode initializes and creates a unique CAccount corresponding to it. The created 
CAccount is composed of public–private key pair < Pub, PriK > , in which the public key 
Pub is called the account address and is used to identify the ConNode and make it publicly 
available. The CAccount needs to lock the consensus margin before reaching consensus, 
which gives the CAccount the right to receive bifurcateed fines and the risk of forfeiture of 
the consensus margin.

3.2.2  Account

The account is the entity that the actual user participates in the system. The account 
is composed of public and private key pair <Pub, PriK>, in which the public key Pub 
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is used to identify the account and make it publicly available on the web. A user can 
control multiple accounts, but each account can only correspond to one public key. 
The private key PriK is similar to the password in the ordinary system. The user hold-
ing the private key has the actual control of the account, and can use the private key 
PriK to sign the trading block or message, so as to determine the source of the trading 
block or message. The account is divided into the normal account (NorCA) and the 

Table 1  Symbols involved in this paper and their definitions

Symbol Definition

<Pub, PriK> Public key, private key
ConNode Consensus nodes in a hybrid chain
CAccount Account in the hybrid chain
NorCA, ConCA Common account and consensus account in the 

hybrid chain
DataAuthen Data authentication in the hybrid chain
TBcreate, TBdelegate, TBreceive, TBdeal, TBauth transaction create block, transaction delegate block, 

transaction receive block, transaction deal block 
and transaction authentication block

State(Stb) = {Ssending, Spending, Sreceived} The transaction block Stb state consists of Ssending 
state, Spending sate and Sreceived state

F Safety parameter
<Pub-mem, PriK-mem> Member public keys and member private keys in the 

alliance chain
MemSign Member signatures in the alliance chain
AttackNo The number of malicious nodes in the alliance chain
Loyalt The percentage of loyal users in the alliance chain 

who hold key licenses
XALT Key license in alliance chain
Com-total, Com-ActNode, Com-ExpCo The size of the steering committee in the pub-

lic chain, the actual number of nodes, and the 
expected number of consensus identities

Committee Steering committee
Candidate-Seed The candidate consensus node of the same former 

block hash Seed
Committee-Seed the consensus committee for hash Seed bifurcate of 

the same former block
State(Stb-Consensus) <  = {Panda-vote, Panda-

commit}
The consensus phase in the PANDA consensus

State(Message-type) <  = {Message-vote, Message 
-commit}

Consensus message type in the PANDA consensus

ComID-seed, ComID-cons Consensus identity in the PANDA consensus and 
consensus identity in DPoS-Quorum

ID-good Threshold of honest identity
Max-vote The maximum time of the voting period
Max-term The maximum term of consensus
h(x) Hash function with a number as output
H(x) The hash function, the output is the point on the 

curve
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consensus account (ConCA). NorCA owns the card ledger and the data ledger, which 
can be used to send and receive card assets and data assets, and distribute access and 
control rights of the data assets. A ConCA has the same functions as a NorCA in addi-
tion to the functions described in the definition of the consensus node. Each Account 
has its own Account DAG structure, which is called Account-DAG. The whole model 
structure composed of all Account-DAG is called Node-DAG.

3.2.3  Transaction Block

A transaction is an agreement or action between the receiver and receiver. In the 
hybrid chain model, the construction of a transaction block requires the account owner 
to sign with a private key, and one block contains only one transaction, so it is called 
a Transaction Block and recorded as TB. The transction block is divided into trans-
action create block (TBcreate), transaction delegate block (TBdelegate), transaction 
receive block (TBreceive), transaction deal block (TBdeal) and transaction authenti-
cation block (TBauth). Asset transfer requires the joint confirmation of two transac-
tion blocks. Transaction block is divided into three states (Stb) = {Ssending, Spending, 
Sreceived}, which means sending State-Ssending, spending State-Spending, receiv-
ing State-Srecelved. In one transaction, the sending account builds and broadcasts the 
transaction TBsend, and this block state is Ssending state and then changes into Spend-
ing state after all nodes receive it (consensus completed). When the receiving account 
is logged, it will receive assets according to the transaction TBsend and constructs the 
corresponding received transaction TBreceived or dealed transaction TBdeal. At this 
time, the block state changes into Sreceived and a transaction is completed.

Fig. 1  Structure of hybrid chain model
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3.3  Consensus Algorithm Based on Hybrid Chain Model

Consensus algorithm is mainly used to determine distributed ledger among nodes in block-
chain according to a pre-agreed rule, making different nodes reach consensus on transac-
tion data, so as to ensure the consistency and authenticity of distributed ledger. Its essence 
is that different nodes adopt distributed consensus mechanism to reach consensus on the 
structure of blockchain.

The PoW consensus algorithm used in Bitcoin is prone to resource waste, requires a 
long transaction confirmation time, and has a low transaction throughput. The Proof of 
Stake (PoS) algorithm uses the weight held by the block chain accounts to replace the 
hashrate in the PoW algorithm, and solves the problem of resource consumption. However, 
it is limited by some deficiencies such as "Nothing at Stake" and" long distance attack ". 
For example, the DPoS algorithm used in blockchain projects such as EOS achieves con-
sensus through selected agents, which shows centralized features to a certain extent and has 
the possibility of suffering from DDoS attack or collusion between nodes. For the improved 
traditional distributed consistent consensus algorithm, such as PBFT, the message propaga-
tion complexity in the algorithm increases exponentially with the increase of the number of 
consensus nodes, so it is more suitable for the application scenario of alliance chain.

This paper designs PANDA (a consensus algorithm suitable for public chain environ-
ment) and DPoS-Quorum (a consensus algorithm suitable for federated chain environment) 
to help nodes in block chain reach effective consensus. Moreover, the formula algorithm of 
the proposed hybrid chain model is obtained according to PANDA consensus-based public 
chain Alliance and DPoS-Quorum consensus -based alliance chain X-Alliance.

3.3.1  Alliance Chain

Alliance chain, also known as license chain, is composed of organizations, institutions and 
individuals with a common goal. The consensus of the alliance chain involves the par-
ticipation of all alliance members, the read–write access permission of data is formulated 
according to the rules of the alliance, and the joining of member nodes should be reviewed 
by other nodes of the alliance. In the hybrid chain model, the alliance chain is mainly 
responsible for storing the original data and recording the storage information and data 
attribute information. The alliance chain in the model can adopt either the mainstream alli-
ance chain based on Ethereum model or the alliance chain based on super ledger. In this 
paper, a DPoS-Quorum consensus-based alliance chain algorithm X-Alliance is designed 
for the alliance chain environment, where X represents the specific application scenario.

(1) Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1: The honest nodes in the alliance chain run the safe and reliable model 

software, and the proportion of the number of key certificates held by the honest users is 
greater than the threshold Loyalt, while the malicious nodes can join the alliance chain and 
have a certain number of key certificates;

Hypothesis 2: There are at least 2AttackNo + 1 honest nodes in the alliance chain, and 
the total number of nodes in the public chain is at least 3AttackNo + 1.

Hypothesis 3: Messages sent by honest users in the alliance chain can be received by 
other honest users within a certain time Max-term, and network partitioning is not allowed.

Hypothesis 4: If the probability is small, it means that the probability of its occurrence 
is at most O

(

1

2

)f

 , where f is the safety parameter. Similarly, if the probability of occur-
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rence of an event is high, the probability of the occurrence of such event is at least 
1 − O

(

1

2

)f

.
(2) Alliance chain algorithm X-alliance based on DPoS-Quorum consensus.
In the X-Alliance chain, when a new consensus account is created, or consensus bifur-

cate or even storage mistrust occur, the DPoS-Quorum consensus-based alliance chain 
algorithm x-Alliance can be used to help the nodes in the alliance chain reach an effective 
consensus. In the process of consensus, the alliance chain no first determines whether it 
has a legitimate identity to participate in the consensus committee to solve the proposal 
through verifiable random function (VRF). If it has a legitimate consensus identity, it can 
participate in and vote on the consensus. When the number of collected votes for a certain 
proposal exceeds the legal threshold, the consensus is reached and the entire consensus 
process ends.

Step 1: Setting up
When a new node ConNode_iin the alliance chain joins the existing consensus node, the 

member public key needs to be updated, denoted as Pub-mem-new = h1*Pub-mem1 + h2* 
Pub-mem2 + … + hn* Pub-memn, where hi = h(Pub-mem1|| Pub-mem2||…Pub-memn). At 
this point, the member signature is updated to MemSigni = (hi*PriK-memi)*H(Pub-mem-
new, i). When the consensus nodes in the alliance chain receive the new node’s public 
information <Pub-memi, MemSigni>, each consensus node needs to update its Pub-mem-
new and its member private key PriK-mem locally. The private key of the new node is 
recorded as Prik-memi, where.

PriK-memi = (h1*PriK-mem1)*H(Pub-mem-new,i) + (h2*PriK-mem2)*H(Pub-mem-
new, i) + … + (hn*PriK-memn)*H(Pub-mem-new, i).

Step 2: Consensus
① Proposes
The proposes in the consensus procedures can be classified to the following types:
The first type: propose to create a new consensus account to verify whether the existing 

consensus nodes in the alliance chain allow the new consensus account to be added to the 
alliance chain, denoted as CAccount_create.

The second type: propose to anchor the data into the public chain to express the anchor 
information of each account, which is denoted as CAccount_anchor.

The third type: propose to reach a consensus on a bifurcate, that is, propose to select a 
certain transaction block TB to reach consensus for transaction blocks with the same pre-
block hash, which is denoted as CAccount_bifurcate;

The fourth type: proposes to store nodes or accounts that do not trust each other, which 
means the storage margin may be deducted through this proposal if the node storing the 
data is found not to provide a valid data acquisition service, or is unwilling to pay the data 
storage fee, denoted as CAccount_storage.

② The generation of consensus identity
When a consensus node in the alliance chain receives the proposal, it can determine 

whether it has a legitimate consensus identity to participate in the proposed consensus 
committee by calculation of its equity using VRF. If it has a legitimate consensus status, 
then it can vote for consensus. The consensus identity generation algorithm selects the cor-
responding consensus identity based on the weight held by the node and calculates its vot-
ing weight. The consensus identity generation algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. If the calcu-
lated value of consensus identity voting weight is 0, the identity is illegal. The legitimate 
consensus identities form a consensus committee to resolve the proposal.

Algorithm 1: To generate legitimate consensus identities ConsensusIDGeneration()
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Input: w-node’s weight; information-context information of node; seed-the pre-block 
hash; CAccount_x-proposal type

③ Voting
Consensus nodes with legal status vote for consensus according to accepted proposals, 

which is denoted as MemSigni = PriK-mem*H(Pub-mem-new, CAccount_x) + PriK-memi. 
The consensus identity and proposed hash value of this node transmit information to other 
nodes in the alliance chain.

④ Vote counting
The nodes in the alliance chain count the number of consensus votes received. When the 

number of votes for a certain proposal exceeds the legal threshold and the signature collec-
tion passes the authentification, the consensus nodes reach consensus on the proposal. The 
legal threshold depends on the security parameter f.

Compared with the traditional blockchain system, which needs to verify the sig-
nature of each consensus vote, the alliance chain designs a way to verify the 

Fig. 2  Generation process of alliance chain consensus identity
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signature through collection of signatures, that is, to collect the signatures as a pack-
age (where the number of signatures exceeds the threshold) for signature verification 
at one time, which improves the efficiency of the signature verification. SignCollec-
tion can be represented as SignCollection = MemSign1 + MemSign2 + … + Mem-
Signi. The corresponding public key collection for SignCollection is denotable as 
Pub-SignCollection = Pub-mem1 + Pub-mem2 + … + Pub-memi.

Proposition 1: if stage(Pub-SignCollection, SignCollection) = stage(Pub-SignCol-
lection, H(Pub-mem-new, CAccount_x)*stage(PriK-mem, H(PriK-mem1, 1) + H(PriK 
-mem2, 2) + … + H(PriK -memi,i))), the nodes in the alliance chain reach consensus on 
CAccount_x.

Prove:
Stage (Pub-SignCollection, SignCollection)
=Stage(Pub-SignCollection, MemSign1 + MemSign2 + … + MemSigni)
=stage(Pub-SignCollection, PriK-mem*H(Pub-mem-new, CAccount_x) + PriK-memi)
=stage(Pub-SignCollection,PriK-mem*H(Pub-mem-new,CAccount_x)*stage(Pub-
SignCollection, PriK-memi)
=Stage(Pub-SignCollection,H(Pub-SignCollection,CAccount_x))*stage(Pub-Sign-
Collection, (h1*PriK-mem1)*H(Pub-mem-new,i) + (h2*PriK-mem2)*H(Pub-mem-
new,i) + … + (hn*PriK-memn)*H(Pub-mem-new, i)).

3.3.2  Public Chain

Public chain is also called non-licensed chain. Any organization or individual is free to join 
or quit the blockchain system, and all members of the system can participate in consensus 
and have access to read and write data. In the hybrid chain model, the public chain anchors 
the block snapshot information of the license chain to further protect the security of the 
license chain. Moreover, the public chain can package and anchor multiple block snap-
shots of the license chain, thereby saving protection costs. The public chain in the model 
can be the current mainstream bitcoin or Ethereum public chain. The PANDA consensus-
based Alliance chain algorithm (Alliance) which is suitable for public chain environments 
is designed in this paper.

(1) Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1: The honest nodes in the public chain run the safe and reliable model soft-

ware, and the proportion of the number of key licenses held by the honest user is greater 
than the threshold Loyalt, while the malicious node can join the non-license chain and have 
a certain number of key licenses.

Hypothesis 2: The strong synchronization hypothesis, that is, information sent by hon-
est users in the public chain can be received by other honest users in the non-licensed chain 
within a certain time Max-vote, and network partitioning is not allowed.

Hypothesis 3: The weak synchronization hypothesis, that is, the public chain may have 
a long but certain asynchronous time period, after which there must be a reasonable and 
long strong synchronous time period.

Hypothesis 4: If the probability is small, it means that the probability of its occurrence 
is at most O

(

1

2

)f

 , where f is the safety parameter. Similarly, if the probability of occur-
rence of an event is high, the probability of the occurrence of such event is at least 
1 − O

(

1

2

)f

.
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(2) Alliance-alliance chain algorithm based on PANDA consensus.
Step 1: Bifurcate observation
The transaction block can only be constructed by the sending account rather than by a 

third party. This means that an evildoing account can only attempt to cause a bifurcate by 
constructing multiple sending transaction blocks with the same pre-block hash value on 
its key license chain. A transaction block bifurcate occurs when two (or more) transaction 
blocks contain the same pre-block hash value.

Assume that CAccount-send also constructs multiple transaction blocks with the same 
H(Pre) value, which are recorded as  ListTB = {TB1_send, TB2_send, TB3_send, ……} 
broadcasted to the model. The nodes in the model will observe the bifurcation transaction 
collection {TB1_send, TB2_send, TB3_send, ……}, thus forming a bifurcate. Since the 
key authorization chain is a one-way sequential chain, the consensus algorithm is needed to 
help the consensus nodes select a certain transaction block from the bifurcated collection 
List_TB and add it to its Account-DAG.

If no bifurcate is observed by consensus nodes, the transaction block is directly added 
to its Account-DAG; If the consensus nodes observe the occurrence of bifurcation (at this 
point, such consensus nodes are called Candidate consensus nodes referred to as Candi-
date-seed, where seed represents the same pre-block hash H(Pre) in the bifurcation trans-
action block, which is denoted as seed ← H(pre). Because of the existence of bifurcation 
penalty incentive, the Candidate-Seed will actively participate in the consensus in order to 
obtain bifurcation penalty.

Step 2: Generation of consensus identity
When the nodes in the model observe a bifurcate, the candidate consensus node begins 

to calculate the legitimate consensus identity and wish to participate in the consensus to 
resolve such bifurcation. Each Candidate-Seed has a unique consensus identity at each 
stage of the consensus, denoted as ComID-seed ←  <Stb, Panda-vote, Panda-commit>. The 
candidate-Seed in the model computes the hash value h(x) ≤ wi∕W that meets the PoS con-
dition secretly and locally, and forms a legal consensus identity to participate in the consen-
sus together with its public key and other information, denoted as ComID-cons ←  <h(x), 
proof, message>, ComID-seed ←  <Stb, ComID-cons, Panda-vote, Panda-commit>.

Each candidate consensus node calculates multiple legal identities for consensus based 
on its voting weight secretly and locally. wi is the sum of the voting weights held and rep-
resented by the node (hereinafter referred to as the node weight); W represents the total 
voting weight in the model. These parameters joint determine the difficulty in calculating 
consensus identity. The greater the weight held by the node, the more consensus identities 
will be generated under the same number of calculation attempts, and the greater the prob-
ability of obtaining the bifurcation penalty.

Step 3: Formation of consensus committee
When the candidate consensus node computes the consensus identity secretly and 

locally, the consensus committee to resolve the bifurcation is also generated in the mean-
time, which is denoted as Committee-Seed. In the first stage of public chain information 
transmission, each candidate consensus node corresponds to a unique consensus iden-
tity and joins the consensus committee. In the next stage, the candidate consensus node 
secretly and locally calculates multiple consensus identities according to its weight, uses 
VRF to calculate the hash value secretly and locally, and then calculates the consensus 
identity satisfying the PoS condition based on such hash value. The public key Pub, private 
key PriK, account weight W1, model total weight W and configuration information of each 
consensus account are collectively referred to as the context information of the consensus 
node, denoted as information, as shown in Fig. 3.
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Algorithm 2: The generation of consensus identity
Input: Information-the node’s context information; Seed-The pre-block hash; Stb-Con-

sensus—the Consensus stage; Stage—Current term
To verify that consensus identity whether ComID-seed is a legitimate member of the 

Consensus Committee Committee-Seed, a process is designed as shown in Fig. 4.
Algorithm 3: Verify that whether the consensus identity belongs to the corresponding 

consensus committee
Input: ComID-seed-Consensus identity; Stb-consensus- Consensus stage
Step 4: Consensus stage
While the consensus committee coming into being, the consensus emerges. Consensus 

is divided into two stages, denoted as State (Stb-Consensus) <  = {Panda-vote, Panda-com-
mit}. In the consensus stage Panda-vote, the members of the consensus committee choose 
a trading block to vote, and all consensus nodes in the model collect the vote results of the 
consensus committee. In the consensus stage Panda-commit, the members of the consen-
sus committee make a commit vote according to the collected vote, and all the consensus 
nodes in the model collect the commit vote results of the consensus committee. When the 
commit vote results exceed the voting threshold ID-good, the vote ends. The core process 
of consensus is shown in Fig. 5.

Algorithm 4: The core process of consensus PANDA_Consensus()

Fig. 3  Production process of public chain consensus identity
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Input: Information-the node’s context information; Seed—The pre-block hash
Stage ← 1; H(select-TB) ← null; H(TB) ← null; List_TB ← null.

3.4  Algorithm Analysis

3.4.1  Safety

The Committee Act represents the actual size of the consensus Committee. Num_Honest 
represents the number of honest identities that have been committed to transaction block 
during the stage term, and 1 <  = Num_Honest <  = ID-good. In the stage + 1 consensus 
stage, Num_Honest will continue to vote. Num_Fake represents the number of malicious 
identities who can vote, reject, or abstain, Num_Fake <  = ID-good. Num-Rest represents the 
number of remaining identities, Num_Honest + Num_Fake + Num-Rest = Committee_Act. 

Fig. 4  Flow chart of public identity verification
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Num-Rest0 represents the number of remaining identities who vote during the consen-
sus stage, then the difference between Num-Rest and Num-Rest0 represents the number 
of identities who have not voted. When a consensus identity commits a transaction block 
late, the remaining Num_Fake + Num-Rest identities do not reach consensus on the current 
transaction block, that is, Num_Fake + Num-Rest- Num-Rest0 < ID-good.

Proof:(proof by contradiction)
Suppose Num_Fake + Num-Rest- Num-Rest0 >  = ID-good,
Num_Fake + Num-Rest- Num-Rest0 + Num_Honest >  = ID-good + Num_Honest
Committee_Act- Num-Rest0 >  = ID-good + Num_Honest
Num_Honest + Num-Rest0 <  = Committee_Act- ID-good
Considering the aforementioned algorithm hypothesis 1, Committee_Act = Num_
Fake + ID-good < 3* ID-good/2

Fig. 5  Flow chart of consensus process
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Num_Honest + Num-Rest0 < ID-good/2

When all malicious nodes vote on the current transaction block, that is Num_Hon-
est + Num_Fake + Num-Rest0 > ID-good. At this time, Num_Fake < ID-good/2, Num_
Honest + Num-Rest0 > ID-good/2 contradicts the hypothesis. So the hypothesis is not true. 
In the process of consensus, the nodes in the model can only reach consensus on a certain 
sending transaction block in the bifurcate collection, but not on other transaction blocks in 
the bifurcate collection.

3.4.2  Analysis of Vector of Attack

Witch attack. If there is no trusted public key infrastructure in the model, the malicious 
node can simulate multiple virtual nodes to create a large number of useless witch nodes. 
A malicious node can create hundreds of witch nodes. In this paper, whether the PANDA 
consensus or the DPoS-Quorum consensus, the identity participating in the consensus pro-
cess is created in proportion to the weight held by the account, so adding additional nodes 
to the model will not gain additional voting weight. In the DPoS-Quorum consensus, if 
a new consensus node wants to join the alliance chain, it must obtain the approval of the 
nodes in the existing alliance chain. Therefore, witch attacks are unlikely to succeed in 
either the PANDA consensus or the DPoS-Quorum consensus.

Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack is a malicious attack that seeks to dis-
rupt the normal traffic to the target server, service, or network by flooding the target or 
surrounding infrastructure with massive amounts of Internet traffic. The consensus pro-
posed in this paper uses the verifiable random function (VRF) to calculate the legal con-
sensus identity participating consensus secretly and locally. A node can only calculate its 
own identity secretly and locally. Such identify cannot be calculated in advance by other 
nodes, and other nodes can easily verify the legitimacy of the identity after the identity 
is broadcasted. The generation of consensus identity based on verifiable random function 
is non-interactive and posteriori, so it can prevent DDoS attacks. Since consensus identi-
ties cannot be acquired in advance, the malicious collusion between consensus identities is 
avoided.

3.4.3  Difference Between the Proposed Blockchain System and the Existing 
Blockchain System

Compared with the traditional Satoshi Nakamoto consensus algorithm, the PANDA algo-
rithm is based on the DPoS consensus, which solves the problem of high energy consump-
tion by selecting a legal identity to form a consensus committee. Compared with the tradi-
tional PBFT consensus algorithm, PANDA algorithm has a posteriori consensus identity, 
that is, randomly selected consensus committee members can prove their consensus identi-
ties without revealing their identities in advance. In addition, as the number of consensus 
nodes increases, there is no significant change in network bandwidth consumption. The 
latest rotation-based Algorand consensus algorithm lacks economic incentives, and has a 
large number of signature data, so it has strict requirements on network bandwidth. In con-
trast, the chain-based Ouroboros consensus algorithm is built in a highly synchronous net-
work environment. Inspired by the blockchain Nano structure, public chain Alliance builds 
a Double-DAG structure. Compared with Nano, although the transaction processing speed 
and throughput are slightly lowered, the randomly selected consensus identity reduces the 
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risk of nodes being attacked by DDoS and the possibility of collusion between consensus 
nodes. In a highly synchronous network environment, consensus can be reached in a rela-
tively short time.

4  Experiment and Simulation

In order to test the performance of the proposed algorithm, 30 virtual servers purchased 
from Aliyun, including 8 with 16 GB RAM CPU, were used in our experiment. The num-
ber of designed nodes in the public chain increased from 50 to 500, and the public chain 
based on PANDA consensus algorithm was developed in JAVA. A P2P network based on 
the Gossip protocol was deployed via IPFS. We stored all the experimental data for the 
transaction block in Oracle, the initial data in IPFS. The parameters of experiment are 
shown in Table 2.

4.1  Consensus Delay

The consensus delay in a blockchain system is the time it takes for a transaction to be cre-
ated until it is initially accepted by the system. Using the public chain Alliance based on 
PANDA Consensus, if there is no bifurcate, the transaction can be approved by the system 
immediately. If there is a bifurcate, the consensus delay time mainly includes the consen-
sus ID generation time and the consensus time. We designed Alliance-PBFT for consensus 
stage 1 and Alliance-PANDA for consensus stage 2. Figure 6 shows the consensus delay 
when only the consensus algorithm Alliance-PBFT is used. Light blue represents the time 
to generate consensus IDs, and dark blue represents the time to reach consensus. As the 
number of consensus nodes increases from 50 to 500, although the time to reach consen-
sus is about 2 s, more time to generate consensus IDs, so the consensus delay time keeps 
rising.

For Alliance-PANDA, which has the same condition as Alliance-PBFT, the time 
to reach consensus is less than 2  s and the time to generate consensus IDs is basically 
unchanged. When the number of consensus node increased from 50 to 500, the proportion 
of shareholding was reduced from 200 to 20, and the consensus time is shown in Fig. 7. 
Some conclusions can be drawn by comparing Alliance-PBFT and Alliance-PANDA. 
First, before the number of consensus nodes exceeded 250, the consensus time in Alli-
ance-PBFT was shorter than that in Alliance-PANDA, because the consensus messages 

Table 2  Parameters used in simulation of public chain prototype system

Parameter Definition Value

f safety parameter 10
Loyalt The percentage of loyal users holding key licenses in the alliance chain 80%
Com-total The size of steering committee in the public chain 200
Com-ExpCo The number of expected consensus identities in steering committee in the 

public chain
200

ID-good Threshold of honest identity 100
Max-vote The maximum time of the voting period 30
XALT Key license in alliance chain 12,000
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in Alliance-PANDA were larger than those in Alliance-PBFT. Secondly, as the number of 
consensus nodes increased, it can be seen from the broken line in Fig. 7 that the number 
of identifies participating in consensus in the Alliance-PANDA algorithm varied around 
the expected value, while the number of consensus identities in the Alliance -PBFT algo-
rithm continued to increase with the increase of nodes. As a result, the consensus time of 
Alliance-PANDA gradually became shorter than that of Alliance-PBFT, and the difference 
between the two modes became widened.

By comparing the Alliance algorithm (the Alliance-PBFT is adopted in the first stage, 
while the Alliance-PANDA algorithm is adopted in the second stage), Alliance-PBFT and 
Alliance-PANDA, we found that in the two stages, the time for nodes to participate in con-
sensus almost did not change significantly with the increase in the number of nodes and 
tended to be stable. Compared with the traditional algorithm which shows significantly 
increased consensus time with the increase in number of nodes, the consensus time growth 
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rate of Alliance algorithm was not so significant with the increase in number of nodes, so 
the proposed algorithm consumes shorter time and is more efficient, as shown in Fig. 8.

4.2  Transaction Capacity

In the transaction throughput experiment, we deployed a total of 500 nodes in the pub-
lic chain, and the transaction block types include TBsend, TBreceive, and TBauth, whose 
transaction block size vary with the number of permissions. We collected the time required 
by 25,000 TBsend transactions. According to the throughput shown in Fig.  9, with the 
increase in the number of nodes, the throughput decreased continuously due to the lim-
ited hardware conditions. Although it cannot reach the theoretical value of 7000TPS, the 
throughput still reached 1200TPS when four Alliance nodes were deployed at the public 
chain (in fact, the cloud server is likely to deploy only one Alliance node at most), which is 
significantly larger than the transaction throughput (3TPS) in the Bitcoin network.
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5  Discussion

5.1  Findings Related to Hybrid Chain Model

Balance among consensus efficiency, security and cost. In the hybrid chain structure, 
the consensus efficiency and transaction throughput are limited by the existing tradi-
tional blockchain structure. Therefore, this paper proposes a in current data management 
schemes, it is difficult for single chain structure to achieve an effective hybrid chain model 
combining PANDA (a consensus algorithm based on the public chain environment) and 
X-Alliance (a consensus algorithm based on the Alliance chain environment) to distributed 
store the encrypted sensitive data in the license chain. The attribute information of data 
is protected in the license chain, which not only reduces the cost of protection, but also 
periodically anchors the snapshot of the blocks in license chain onto the non-license chain, 
thus forming the chain-type trusted data protection mechanism. Finally, relevant experi-
ments are designed to show that hybrid chain has the advantages of low consensus delay, 
high transaction throughput, high security and traceability. Moreover, in order to solve the 
conflict between throughput and fairness by similar algorithm [33] the whole network is 
divided into small regions, and each region is assigned a node according to its QoS. Subse-
quently, run deterministic Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) consistency across all specified 
nodes. The designed hybrid chain model for trusted data in supply chain finance of engi-
neering projects has a double-directed acyclic graph mechanism, which can process the 
transactions of each account in parallel, asynchronize from other unrelated accounts in the 
network, and theoretically improve the throughput of the model.

The engineering project data authentication model based on hybrid chain serves in the 
management of supply chain financial data of engineering project and helps to improve the 
phenomenon that financial institutions hesitate or refuse to lend loans. By encrypting and 
tracing the information chain of supply chain finance, small and medium-sized enterprises 
in the upstream and downstream of supply chain can conduct trade authenticity examina-
tion, risk assessment and credit transmission of core enterprises more efficiently, project 
participants can analyze and give early warning of capital flow, and timely analyze and 
calculate the authenticity of the transaction background, so as to provide a new method for 
normal operation of project funds under the novel coronavirus epidemic. Therefore, the 
proposed hybrid chain model is of great theoretical and practical significance.

5.2  Comparison with Other Scholars’ Studies

The rapid development of supply chain finance, the combination of industry and finance, 
and the reduction of the overall operation cost of the supply chain have become the new 
ways for domestic enterprises and financial institutions to compete for innovation, pro-
viding a new way for precision marketing, intelligent decision-making and financial risk 
control. Li et al. [34] uses big data technology to analyze customers’ browsing behaviors, 
habits and hobbies, so as to help enterprises understand customers’ needs more clearly 
and provide customers with efficient and accurate services. With the help of "hologram", 
Yuan et al. [35] provides a new method to evaluate enterprise credit risk based on business 
behavior interaction. Although the emergence and application of emerging technologies 
such as the Internet of things and big data, supply chain finance can’t be divorced from 
credit risk. In order to solve the regulation and actual implementation of a decentralized 
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system, Guo et  al. [36] established "regulatory sandbox" and the development industry 
standards. The research of the three scholars analyzes the problem of enterprise trust risk 
from the aspects of understanding customer demand, business behavior, regulatory means, 
etc., but the causes of the risk are difficult to trace. Under the background of the increas-
ing impact of the new crown epidemic on the global economy, we can’t solve the problem 
of capital shortage and trust of core enterprises from the root. Compared with the above-
mentioned scholars’ research, this paper uses blockchain technology to put forward the 
method of credible data token, which makes the business behavior data of construction 
enterprises in the whole industrial chain ecology into "evaluable credit" and "negotiable 
assets". The token makes the potential investor base expand to a broader market, and then 
helps construction enterprises to be more effective, transparent and safer to carry out finan-
cial business.

5.3  Recommendations for Future Research

It is noted that a hybrid blockchain consistency algorithm proposed by [37] combines the 
advantages of PoS and PBFT algorithms to dynamically select consensus nodes in the form 
of verifiable password ordering. When 4 nodes are deployed in the experimental part, the 
throughput is lower than 1200TPS (the throughout of this algorithm), and the consensus 
delay time is about 3 s, which is longer than 2 s (consensus delay of this algorithm). There-
fore, this algorithm has better performance than other similar algorithms.

Due to the limitation of time, there are still some deficiencies in this paper, and many 
studies have not been carried out in depth. However, these contents will also be the focus 
of future research work: (1) the algorithm can continue to improve, the efficiency of the 
algorithm can be enhanced; (2) the amount of sample data is increased, and the perfor-
mance accuracy is further prompted. (3) This model is based on the application of supply 
chain finance scenario, and can further explore the application of other scenarios. The pro-
posed hybrid chain model cannot support intelligent contracts at present, so it is not capa-
ble for more complex management of data assets. In addition, as for PANDA, the proposed 
consensus algorithm applicable to the public chain environment, if the consensus nodes 
fail to reach consensus in the first term, the identifies of members of the corresponding 
consensus committee will be exposed and vulnerable to attacks. Although the members of 
the consensus committee under attack will only affect the consensus of the corresponding 
bifurcate rather than affecting the consensus of other bifurcates, the prevention of attacks 
on the members of the consensus committee will remain the focus of the following work.

6  Conclusion

This work is carried out in the background of supply chain finance of engineering projects. 
Firstly, under the influence of the epidemic, the problems of SMEs’ receivables increase, 
payment collection cycle is generally prolonged, financing is difficult and expensive, and 
the risk of default payment increases. In such circumstance, the industrial chain and sup-
ply chain exhibits "accumulation effect", capital chain of downstream departments suffers 
from a significant impact of risk, causing the higher percentage of daily volatility trading 
in small and medium-sized enterprises, rising risk of financial sector, inter-departmental 
transmission to other industries, resulting in significantly increased financial risks. This 
paper introduces the blockchain technology to ensure the authenticity and reliability of the 
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original data and to transform the data assets lacking market liquidity into the pass-through 
that can be freely traded in the financial market. On this basis, it can reduce the reliance 
of core enterprises on credit support, reduce verification cost and overcome information 
asymmetry in supply chain transactions, so that more enterprises can participate in the 
design of supply chain financial products.

To solve the problem of data security, a consensus algorithm PANDA based on public 
chain environment is proposed. Compared with the alliance chain and the private chain, the 
public chain shows higher decentralization degree, higher trust degree and higher security 
degree, and the cost of breaking the system is enormous. Therefore, the consensus algo-
rithm PANDA based on the public chain environment has higher data security. Aiming 
at the problem of long consensus delay and low cost in blockchain system, a consensus 
algorithm X-Alliance is proposed. Alliance chain has more reliable nodes and controllable 
network environment, so it has extremely fast transaction speed, better privacy protection 
and lower transaction cost.
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